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Abstract

space bias of technology and hence ensuing in a far-reaching change in 

The ontological position of this particular technology is not limited to 
the materiality rather it is beyond the reach of theoretical formulation 
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society

was plural

from anthropology and later on many psychologist and sociologist 

Sociological conceptualization of culture
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 in his 
study of 

6

 has been interpreted by many sociologists 

 

changes are followed by a claim to a higher position in the caste 
hierarchy than traditionally conceded to the claimant caste by the 
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Kishan Garhi

There we need to remember those agents of social change which 

 
was the one social scientist who studies the relationship between 
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any new element in culture(…) To understand the social change it 

11

factor of social change but also the analogy behind how technology 

11Social Change: with respect to culture and original nature. New York, B. W. 
Huebsch, 1922.
12Ogburn William F. 1938a. Machines and tomorrow’s world. Washington: 
National Resources Committee.



Historical mapping of technology and the factors of 
emerging ‘Digital Culture’

argument but he limits his analysis on the material culture which 

change in social and cultural practices

land; the modern technologies were introduced for the growth 

mention only railways and the printing press has a reason as the 
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 The technology of 

against the colonial rule and awareness of their capacities as being 

the message from one place to another and the impact on society 

16



s always been accessible to the bourgeois 

after it got freedom from the colonial rule and self-sustenance 
agriculture turned into commercial agriculture economy with the 

new technologies were introduced as the forces to accelerate the 

 

to science education but he also reinforced the technological growth 
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 The machines 
and farming technologies were occupying the major portion of 

joblessness and hunger to the landless labourers and further led to 

complete disconnection from the roots of these migrants and 
transportation and communication became a necessity of life for 

and towns were the main targets to get employment and education 



Culture of communication: Birth of ICT

started in the colonial period but it was far away from the reach of 

common people and because of this small scale business spread the 
telecom industry at large scale and the telephone became accessible 

the important need of society and not only for migrants but for 

mobile phones are now increasingly adopted in regions with no 
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limited to mobile but also the big change encountered because of 

thought the country needed just two computers to its positioning 

 

ownership is another big idea which will be discussed later on in 

the elaboration of this concept of consumer culture the recognition 



this society where economic disparity was a huge limitation in 

technology was discussed here for telephony in rural areas:

pictorial data from one electronic system to other system and the 
storage of data made it possible to use digital technology for library 
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radio signal is directly related to the characteristics of the sound 

in a situation where digital modes of dealing with all forms of 

distinguishes between mechanical technology and information 
technology and these categories can be seen as a medium of 



material culture and non-material culture in the form of information 

Digital culture and consumption in India: An analysis 

is emerging as a new focus for scientists to study to map out the 

 Not only political use but in 
education digital technology is spread at a larger scale and it is 
used as a pedagogic implication in the classroom where students 

 This 
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The digital culture has emerged as a modern form of society 

but there are three important components which are essential for 

power of consumption and he sets reasoning behind this consumer 

Conclusion



message for a longer period of time or decades or centuries where 

which we witness in the form of digital repositories and libraries 

it is creating in society but the digital culture which has been 
mentioned here is not the features rather it is the engagement with 

classes are engaged with digital form and the majority of them 

point to the fact that people are spending most of their time with 
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 in 

and the consumers of digital form of technology and media are 

ends with the following idea of a consumer of digital culture and 
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